Artificial Intelligence: GCSU prof becomes national go-to for AI in higher ed

**Library Special Collections at GCSU documents stories about Central State**

The project is called "Unleashed Voices: An Oral History Project of Central State Hospital.

The project involves interviewing individuals who worked at Central State Hospital and collecting their oral histories. The stories will be part of the Institute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS) funded project, which will include a symposium and exhibition.

The project is being led by the Leeds House Museum and Library Services (LMLS) team.

The stories will include individuals who worked at Central State Hospital, including nurses, doctors, and other staff members.

The project is part of the IMLS funded project "Unleashed Voices: An Oral History Project of Central State Hospital".

The stories will be part of a collection called "Unleashed Voices: An Oral History Project of Central State Hospital".
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